TURF/COMMERCIAL MODEL 3682
Manufacturer of the
World’s Only High-Definition
Articulating Mowers

One of Lastec’s Most Accurate Articulating Rotary Mowers
The Model 3682 is Lastec’s most accurate self-contained Articulator. The four 21” (533.4 mm)
individual rotary decks that make up the 82” (208.28 cm) cutting width deliver the highest quality and
most accurate cut in the industry. The side reach is an impressive 27” (685.8 mm), making it perfect for
cutting extreme contours where you need the deck to reach where other mowers can’t. The low center
of gravity allows the 3682 to safely maneuver where conventional steering wheel mowers go at their peril.
The 3682 delivers more productivity, greater accuracy and a wider range of capabilities than mowers
costing thousands more.

TURF/COMMERCIAL MODEL 3682
Maneuverability of Zero Turn

Manufacturer of the
World’s Only High-Definition
Articulating Mowers

Fully rebuildable spindle assemblies
Power of 36 hp
Kubota Diesel Engine

Two large 6 gallon (22.7 lt) fuel tanks
Trash guard around spindles

Height adjustment from
1” – 4 3/4”
(25.4 mm x 120.65 mm)

3/16” (4.76 mm) steel deck
construction with reinforced
pan edge

Patented Belt Drive

27” (685.8 mm) side reach allows
closest trimming near pond banks,
ditches and other obstacles

Four 21” (533.4 mm)
fully articulating decks
All deck tires are
semi-solid or foam
filled to prevent flats
Side Discharge
or bolt in
Mulching plate
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82” (208.28 cm) Productivity – 21” (533.4 mm) Accuracy

Quality Rotary Mowers for a World that isn’t Flat

3682 SPECIFICATIONS*

U.S. Patent Nos. 6,065,274
6,205,754
*All specifications subject to change
without notice

Engine: Four-cylinder 36 hp (24.61 kW) Kubota
water-cooled, diesel
Deck Configuration: Four 21” (533.4 mm), 4” (101.6 mm) deep
articulating
Transport Width: 78” (198.12 cm)
Deck Height Range: 1” to 4 3/4” (25.4 mm x 120.65 mm)
Overall Weight: 2,063 lbs (935.7 kg)
Speed: Infinitely variable up to 9 mph (14.5 km/h)
Warranty: Two years parts, one year labor
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